The below guidelines are taken from: https://www.acm.org/publications/gi-proceedings
Camera-Ready Paper Submission is due by June 22, 2020.
All accepted papers require the explicit submission of a camera-ready version, even if you do
not intend to make any changes to your original submission. To complete this process, please
read carefully and follow the instructions below:
Copyright related info
ACM has an automated rights management form collection system for ACM published
proceedings. The contact (lead) author(s) will be sent the ACM rights management form and
complete instructions on how to complete their form. A weekly reminder will be sent to all contact
author(s) whose forms still need to be completed. Reminder notices will be emailed every week
until four weeks before the conference/workshop.
After completing the rights management form, authors will be emailed the correct rights
text and bibliographic strip to place within their paper. Authors must enter the text into
their paper.
As rights management emails are sent from an automated system, there is a chance that emails
sent will wind up in SPAM folders. Please make sure that you set email SPAM settings to allow
emails from "rightsreview@acm.org"
Template for camera-ready PDF

Please use "sigconf" proceedings template from this page: ACM template
ACM support for preparing camera-ready PDF


ACM offers 24/7 author support for these templates through our vendor, Aptara. For any
problems and inquires related to TeX/MS-Word template, please
email acmtexsupport@aptaracorp.com.



ACM has partnered with Overleaf, a free cloud-based, collaborative authoring tool, to
provide an ACM LaTeX authoring template. The ACM LaTeX template on Overleaf
platform is available to all ACM authors here.



LANGUAGE SERVICES: ACM has partnered with International Science Editing (ISE) to
provide language editing services to ACM authors. ISE offers a comprehensive range of
services for authors including standard and premium English language editing, as well as
illustration and translation services, and also has significant outreach in China. Editing is
available for both Word and LaTeX files. As an ACM author, you will receive a generous
discount on ISE editing services.
To take advantage of this partnership, visit http://acm.internationalscienceediting.com/.
(Editing services are at author expense and do not guarantee publication of a
manuscript.)

Language Requirements
In the case of ISLPED, the complete manuscript needs to be submitted in English; author(s)
(including affiliations) submitted using the Roman Alphabet as opposed to Cyrillic, Chinese, or
Arabic.

ACM Computing Classification categories
The authors should apply ACM Computing Classification categories and terms. The templates
provide space for this indexing. The Computing Classification Scheme can be found at:
https://dl.acm.org/ccs/ccs.cfm
If there are troubles finding appropriate categories and subject descriptors, contact Craig
Rodkin rodkin@hq.acm.org for suggestions.
Supplements and/or Auxiliary Material
ACM calls extra files to be reviewed with the submitted paper “Supplements.” An example might
be a proof that is too long to be included within the allotted number of pages but which is supplied
as an online-only Appendix. Supplements are an integral part of the paper and are published with
it as such. Rights management of the paper applies as well to these integral Supplements.
Checking Part I of the form transfers rights management on the paper and its Supplements.
ACM calls extra files that are not reviewed as part of the submitted paper but which an author
supplies as an additional resource for the reader “Auxiliary Materials.” An example might be an
extensive data set used in the research for the paper, or programs that were run on that data to
derive the results. ACM will not take copyright to Auxiliary Material, which is not reviewed and is
not part of the formally published work. But ACM still needs permission from the owner to serve
Auxiliary Materials and an agreement that the author is abiding by ACM terms when supplying the
non-reviewed Auxiliary Material. Checking Part II of the form and saying YES to the terms grants
ACM permission to serve the Auxiliary Materials.
If an author is supplying both kinds of files, Supplements, and Auxiliary Materials, they should be
provided in separate zips and labeled as such - aux.zip or suppl.zip. A short readme file the
author provides will appear in the DL along with each Supplement and/or Auxiliary Material
describing the content and whatever requirements there are for using it.
What needs to be submitted
Alongside the camera-ready PDF’s, authors are required to collect and submit the source files
for each paper – all files which were used to create the final output (PDF), be they Word,
LaTeX, image files, etc. If there are Supplements and Auxiliary Materials, they should be
provided in separate zips and labeled as such - aux.zip or suppl.zip. More details
on Supplements and Auxiliary Materials are provided in a section below.
Submission of source files was always a requirement, albeit one that was hardly enforced in the
past. In anticipation of serving both accessibility compliant PDF and responsive HTML5 formatted
files from the ACM Digital Library, ACM is now enforcing this requirement.
Submit your final paper PDF (and the source code as ZIP file) through the SOFTCONF system
(https://www.softconf.com/j/islped2020/). Please check that the copyright notice in your PDF
(only first page) matches the copyright specified in the copyright form (based on author
affiliations).
Register for the conference
Note that each paper requires one full registration at the conference in order to be published.
You must register before June 22nd, 2020 (at the early registration rate). The registration form
can be accessed on-line at the ISLPED website: http://www.islped.org/2020/registration.php .

Presentation of your paper
The presentation of the accepted papers/posters using the virtual conference format for
ISLPED 2020 is mandatory. Papers that are not presented will be excluded from publication.

